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Tongue by Anenon was a really cool album. The kind of music that sets a mood without words. Filled with the flute and piano, the album also features birdsong. Lovely chirping and coos shine in the first couple tracks of the album. I don’t want to call this album experimental, the music was too good for that, but it was very, very different. Different because it sounded almost like a forest. None of the tracks have vocals. Only instruments are used throughout, and Anenon has lots of talent. Although it is not the kind of music I would play on repeat, and I could hardly get through the whole album in one sitting, that is more a personal preference type of thing rather than a lack-of-talent thing. Furthermore, the album has some cool scales. One song, “Verso” was especially fun because it was faster. Other than that, I think this music was really good, but just a little boring after a while. Props to Anenon though, it would be really fun to make an album like this!
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Recommended Tracks:
1. Open: I liked the bird sounds
5. Verso: Has cool, fast scales
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- Alt [1]
- birdsong [2]
- field recordings [3]
- Minimalist [4]